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OR-054-010/ Sutton Mountain WSA Addition Inventory Unit 

2008 John Day Basin Wilderness Character Evaluation Form 

Wilderness Character Evaluation For: OR-OS4-010/ Sutton Mountain WSA 
Additions Inventory Unit 

1. Previous BLM wilderness inventory? 


No ___Yes -,X=-=-__ Partial_____ 


a) Inventory Source: Sutton Mountain Acquired Lands Wilderness Inventory, Bureau of 
Land Management, Sutton Mountain Coordinated Resource Management Plan (CRMP), 
March 1995, and Bureau of Land Management Sutton Mountain Coordinated Resource 
Management Plan (CRMP) Decision Record, March 1996. 

b) Inventory Unit Name(s)INumber(s): Sutton MountainlOR-5-84 

c) Map Name(s)INumber(s): __-=N,-,-,/-=-A~_____ 

d) BLM District(s)/Field Office(s): Prineville/Central Oregon Resource Area 

Unit#/ 
Name 

Size 
(historic 
acres) 

Natural 
Condition? 
YIN 

Outstanding 
Solitude? 
YIN 

Outstanding 
Primitive & 
Unconfined 
Recreation? 
YIN 

Supplemental 
Values? 
YIN 

OR-5-84 
Sutton 
Mountain 

29,400 Y Y Y Y 

Note: Additional lands within this unit (Subunit C in 2008 inventory) were included in the 
Sutton Mountain Roadless Area review completed by the Central Oregon Resource Area, 
Prineville District BLM, in 1994. At that time the lands were dropped from further review 
and not carried forward to a wilderness inventory process. 

2. New Wilderness Characteristic Review 

Private Recommendation: Yes No X by Date 

Results ofBLM Analysis: (separate by subunit if appropriate) 
Unit#/ 
Name 

Size 
(acres) 

Natural 
Condition? 
YININA 

Outstanding 
Solitude? 
Y/NINA 

Outstanding 
Primitive & 
Unconfined 
Recreation? 

Supplemental 
Values? 
YININA 
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YININA 
OR-054 403 Y Y Y Y 

Sutton 
Mountain 
WSA 
Addition 
Subunit A 
(South) 
OR-05-0lO 195 N/AN N/A N/A 
Sutton 
Mountain 
WSA 
Addition 
Subunit B 
(Southeast) 
OR-05-0lO 220 Y (C-1) Y (C-l) Y (C-1) Y(C-1) 
Sutton N (C-2) N/A (C-2,C N/A (C-2,C N/A (C-2,C-3) 
Mountain N/A (C-3) 3) 
WSA 
Addition 
Subunit C 
(East) 

3) 

Conclusion 

Check One: 


__ Area reviewed lacks sufficient size and does not meet one of the exceptions for 
small size. 

X The area-or a portion of the area-has wilderness character. 

The area does not have wilderness character. 

(1) Describe current conditions: (Include boundary features, land ownership, size, location, 
topography, vegetation features and summary of major human uses/activities). 

The lands are located in Wheeler County, Oregon, north of US Highway 26,3 to 7 miles north of 
the town of Mitchell. The 2008 inventory unit consists of three (3) separate subunits, each 
adjacent to a different part of Sutton Mountain Wilderness Study Area. 

Original 1994 Inventory 
All of the lands within the inventory unit are public lands and most were acquired by the BLM in 
the Sutton Mountain Land Exchange, completed in 1992. In 1994, BLM conducted a wilderness 
inventory of these lands as directed by Section 202 of FLMP A as part of the Sutton Mountain 
Acquired Lands Wilderness Inventory. The inventory results were printed in the Sutton 
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Mountain Coordinated Resource Management Plan (CRMP) (BLM, March 1995), and the Sutton 
CRMP Decision Record (BLM, March 1996). 

The 1994 inventory found that some portions of the original inventory unit were unnatural and 
these portions were dropped from further consideration as wilderness. The lands that were 
dropped are now being re-inventoried in 2008. The 1994 inventory described the lands being 
dropped as: 

(Subunit A in 2008 inventory) "Ranch Remains, gravel quarries, a remote weather station, a 
road and an area used by off-road vehicles exists on the southern edge of the unit." 

(Subunit Bin 2008 inventory.) "A crested wheat seeding, ranch remains, drill hole, car 
camping areas, and gravel quarry exist on the southeastern edge of the unit adjacent of State 
Highway 207." 

Additional lands within this unit (Subunit C in 2008 inventory) were included in the Sutton 
Mountain Roadless Area review completed by the Central Oregon Resource Area, Prineville 
District BLM, in 1994. At that time the lands were dropped from further review and not carried 
forward to a wilderness inventory process. 

2008 Inventory 
Subunit A (South) is located adjacent to the south boundary of Sutton Mountain WSA and is 
approximately 403 acres in size. The subunit is bordered on the north by the WSA, on the west 
and south by a BLM gravel road (The Old Logging Road # 7548), and on the east by a paved 
highway (State Route 207). Within the subunit is a 9 acre private land in-holding located in 
Section 23. 

Subunit B (Southeast) is located adjacent to the east boundary of Sutton Mountain WSA. The 
subunit is 195 acres in size. The subunit is bordered on the north and west sides by the WSA, 
and on the south and east sides by State Route 207. 

Subunit C (East) is located adjacent to the east boundary of Sutton Mountain WSA. This 
subunit is approximately 220 acres in size and consists of three separate parcels which each 
border the WSA and a 118 acre private land parcel. The subunit is bordered on the north by 
private lands and on the west by a combination of private lands and the WSA. The subunit is 
bordered on the south by the WSA and on the east by a combination of private lands, State Route 
207, and a Wheeler County paved road (Gird's Creek Rd.). 

Location of Unit A: Portions of or all public'Lands in T 11 S., R 21 E., Sections 23, 24 

Location of Unit B: Portions of or all public Lands in T 11 S., R 22 E., Sections 8, 18 

Location of Unit C: Portions of or all public Lands in T lOS., R 22 E., Sections 30, 31 

Description: 
Subunit A is a south facing slope ofjuniper, grass, and erosive soils that flanks an east-west 
ridge between Sutton Mountain WSA and The Old Logging Road. Many small draws and 
gullies bisect the unit as they drop from the ridge down to the road. The southwest boundary of 
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the WSA is The Old Logging Road. The southeast boundary of the WSA leaves the road and 
follows the section line to the north of the road in the vicinity of the ridge. Subunit A includes 
the lands between the east end of The Old Logging Road and the southern WSA boundary. 
Vegetation includes Idaho fescue, bluebunch wheatgrass, sagebrush, juniper and cheatgrass. 

No cultural inventories have been conducted within Subunit A. It is known that the Dalles
Canyon City Military/Wagon road route is west and adjacent, but outside, the unit. The General 
Land Office survey map of 1873 exhibits a road route passing through Section 23 in a SW-NE 
direction. Based on the Historical Index, various portions of Section 24 were filed on between 
1895 and 1916 as homestead entries. Section 23 was claimed under a Military Wagon road 
patent (i.e., The Dalles-Canyon City military wagon road) in 1900. 

In Subunit A several of the man-made features listed in the 1994 inventory have changed. The 
gravel quarry mentioned in the 1994 inventory is located on a 9 acre in-holding, and has been 
inactive for many years. The weather station mentioned was removed by BLM. The ranch 
remains have not been located. As mentioned in the 1994 inventory, the area continues to be 
used by off-road vehicles, even though the area is closed to motorized vehicle use by the 1996 
Sutton Mountain Coordinated Resource Management Plan. This subunit is popular with hunters 
who like to stage a vehicle along The Old Logging Road and return to it after hunting the WSA. 

Subunit B includes a large flat just west of State Route 207 which is patiially grass and partially 
clay/mud flats. Hunters use the flat for parking and the treed areas surrounding the flat for 
camping in association with hunting. The man-made features listed in the 1994 inventory, "A 
crested wheat seeding, ranch remains, drill hole, car camping areas, and gravel quarry" each still 
exist in the subunit. Vegetation includes Idaho fescue, bluebunch wheatgrass, crested wheat, 
cheatgrass, sagebrush, rabbit brush and juniper. 

No cultural inventories have been conducted within Subunit B. The same road route present in 
Subunit A crosses through Section 18, T. 11 S, R. 22E on the 1873 General Land Office survey 
map. The Historical Index indicates that portions of the unit were patented under the Homestead 
Entry in 1919, but subsequently returned to the US government in 1987 through the Sutton 
Mountain land exchange. The presence of a corral and introduced tree species at the east end of 
the unit attest to the farming/ranching land use in the immediate vicinity. The aerial images of 
this location suggest that the flat north of the paved road were cultivated or cleared in the past, 
probably related to post-1919 occupation. This is the headwaters of Meyers Canyon. 

Subunit C includes lands which were originally dropped from wilderness consideration because 
their location made it difficult to manage the lands as wilderness. The subunit consists of three 
separate parcels in close proximity to one another (C-l, C-2, and C-3), which border the WSA 
and also surround a 118 acre parcel of private land. IfC-l, C-2, and C-3 were part of the WSA, 
the private land parcel would become an inholding very near the edge of the WSA. C-I (119 
acres) consists of a steep grass and juniper slope that begins along the paved Girds Creek County 
Road and heads uphill to the private land parcel. C-2 (39 acres) includes an agricultural field and 
corral, paved State Route 207, a section of Gird's Creek that runs adjacent to the highway, and a 
gated non-motorized trailhead that serves the WSA. Hunters, hikers and equestrians use C-2 for 
camping, parking and staging as they access the WSA. C-3 (62 acres) is separated from the 
WSA by a dirt road (see Road Analysis Form) that accesses the west end of the private parcel 
(no ROW). Vegetation in C-1 and C-3 includes Idaho fescue, bluebunch wheatgrass, sagebrush, 
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and juniper. Vegetation in C-3 includes field grasses and noxious weeds in and around the old 

agricultural field, and willow along Gird's Creek. 


A portion of Subunit C has been intensively inventoried (cultural) for a fuels project. No cultural 

resources were observed on public land. However, the homestead location of H. Wheeler 

(Wheeler County namesake) is located immediately adjacent to the unit (GLO 1881). There is 

also a single grave, fenced cemetery adjacent to but outside the unit that is not related to the 

Wheeler homestead. Much of the unit is located on steep north and east slopes. 


Subunits A, Band C: 

Wildlife populations of all three subunits include elk, mule deer, cougar, bobcat, chukar, golden 

eagle, prairie falcon, California quail, meadowlarks and mountain bluebird. 


All three subunits are authorized for commercial grazing under BLM permits (Circle Bar 

Allotment #2531, Carroll Rim Allotment #2590, and Girds Creek Allotment #2516). A portion 

of the lands in Subunit A and B (Section 8) have been leased for potential Oil and Gas 

development (9105/2001). Recreation uses of the three subunits include hiking, horseback 

riding, hunting, and nature study. 


Subunit C, Parcel C-3 is separated from the WSA by a road. At 62 acres in size, it lacks 
sufficient size to be considered as wilderness and does not meet one of the exceptions for 
small size. For this reason Subunit C-3 will not be discussed further in this document. 

(2) Is the unit in a natural condition? 

Yes X No NA 

Describe: 

A portion of the inventory unit is in a natural condition. Subunit A appears to be in a natural 

condition and affected primarily by nature. Subunit B is not in a natural condition as it contains 

a crested wheat seeding, ranch remains, drill hole, car camping areas, and gravel quarry. Subunit 

C-l appears to be in a natural condition. Subunit C-2 is not in a natural condition as is contains a 

paved highway, agricultural fields, a gated road and trailhead with parkinglcamping area. 


(3) Does the unit have outstanding opportunities for solitude? 

Yes X No NA 

Description: 

A portion of the inventory unit has outstanding opportunities for solitude. Subunit A and subunit 

C-l, when considered in conjunction with the adjacent Sutton Mountain WSA, would provide 

outstanding opportunities for solitude. 


(4) Does the unit have outstanding opportunities for primitive and unconfined recreation? 

Yes X No NA 

Description: 

A portion of the inventory unit has outstanding opportunities for primitive and unconfined 

recreation. Subunit A and C-l, when considered in conjunction with the adjacent Sutton 

Mountain WSA, provide outstanding opportunities for hunting, hiking, and nature study. 
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(5) Does the unit have supplemental values? 

Yes X No NA 

Description: 

The supplemental values of Subunit A and C-l are similar to those found in the adjacent WSA, 

including paleontological and historical resources, several special status plant species, and 

outstanding scenic areas. 
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Prepared by: 

Team Members: (Names, Titles, Date) 


Initial Review Aug. 14,2007 by: Heidi Mottl (Recreation/Wilderness), Teal Purrington 

(NEPA/Planning), Dorothy Thomas (GIS), Anna Smith (Hydrology), Mike Tietmeyer (Range), 

Dan Tippy (Assistant Field Manager), Rick Demmer (Riparian), Monte Kuk (Wildlife), Robert 

Vidourek (Forestry), Mike Williams (Planning), Berry Phelps (Recreation), Craig Obermiller 

(Range), John Morris (Fish), Dana Cork (Transportation), Christina M. Welch (Field Manager), 

Don Tschida (Fire), Gavin Hoban (GIS), John Zancanella (Cultural), JoAnne Armson (Plants). 


Realty/Mineral Records researched by Timothy Finger, BLM Wilderness Specialist on detail 

from Richland, UT, October, 2008. 


Approved by: 

GeT . 31 ',Gal 
Date J 

This form documents information that constitutes an inventory finding on wilderness 
characteristics. It does not represent a formal land use allocation or a final agency decision 
subject to administrative remedies under either 43 CFR parts 4 or 1610.5-2. 



Addendum Signature Page Thursday, July 08, 2010 

OR-OS4-010/ Sutton Mountain WSA Addition Inventory Unit 

PURPOSE: 

This addendum provides signatory authority across gaps in supervisory oversight in the preparation 

process. 

DISCUSSION: 

Further study has been conducted to validate the findings approved by the original signator, Christina 

Welch. As the new Field Manger for the Resource Area and Ms. Welch's replacement I have been 

briefed by the specialists assigned on the contents and underlying rationale for the findings contained in 

this document. I approve these findings with my signature below. 

APPROVED BY: 

Thursday, July 08, 2010 



-----

--- ----
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John Day Basin RMP Road Analysis Form 

(Factors to consider when determining whether a route is a road for wilderness inventory purposes.) 

Wilderness Inventory Area Name and Number (UNIT_ID): Sutton Mountain Wilderness 
Study Area Additions (OR-OS4-010) 

Route Name and/or Identifier: Carroll Rim Road (Labeled at "A" on Map 1) 

I. 	 LOCATION: Please refer to attached map and BLM corporate data (GIS). Route begins in 
T 10 S, R 22 E, Section 31, NE 1;4 of the NE 1/4, and travels approximately 1/4 mile on BLM 
land before accessing private land. This route consists of one long switchback that climbs a 
steep hill and forms a triangular slice cut out of the WSA (see map). The route is gated and 
closed to motorized vehicles in an effort to prevent unauthorized motor vehicle use in the 
WSA. Exceptions are made for BLM administrative use (including permittee use for 
livestock management purposes, with BLM authorization). 

II. CURRENT PURPOSE OF ROUTE: 	 Access to private property, administrative access for 
BLM, hiking and equestrian trail for recreation users. 

III.ROAD RIGHT-OF-WAY: 

Yes No_~Unknown 

IV. CONSTRUCTION 

Yes __~No____ 

Examples: 
Paved _____ Bladed _~X-,,-__ Graveled ____ Roadside Berms X 
Cut/Fill X Other 

V. IMPROVEMENTS 

Yes No X 

By Hand TObls __ By Machine __ 

Culverts _ Stream Crossings __ Bridges _ Drainage _ Barriers ___ Other 

VI. MAINTENANCE: 
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A. Is there Evidence or Documentation of Maintenance using hand tools or machinery? 
Yes X No 

Hand Tools (YIN) Y Machine (YIN)___ 

When burned trees blew down over the road they were cleared with a chain saw by BLM. 

Explain: See BLM F AMS data in reference section. Is the route scheduled to receive 

maintenance? No 


B. If route is in good condition, but there is no evidence of maintenance, would mechanical 
maintenance with hand tools or machines be approved by BLM in the event this route became 
impassable? 
Yes X No N/A 

Comments: To provide administrative vehicle access to the WSA boundary, it is possible that 
this route would be maintained by BLM if it became impassable. 

VII. REGULAR AND CONTINUOUS USE: 

Yes X No 

VIII. CONCLUSION: 

To meet the definition of a road, items IV or V, and VI-A or B, and VII must be checked yes. 
Road: Yes X No 

Explanation: To provide administrative vehicle access to the WSA boundary, it is possible that 
this route would be maintained by BLM if it became impassable. 

Evaluator(s): Heidi Mottl Date: _--"'-'9/--=:3-"'01-"'0...:....7_______ 

* road: An access route which has been improved and maintained by mechanical 
means to insure relatively regular and continuous use. A way maintained solely by the 
passage of vehicles does not constitute a road. 

a. "Improved and maintained" - Actions taken physically by people to keep the road 
open to vehicle traffic. "Improved" does not necessarily mean formal construction. 
"Maintained" does not necessarily mean annual maintenance. 

b. "Mechanical means" - Use of hand or power machinery or tools. 

c. "Relatively regular and continuous use" - Vehicular use that has occurred and will 
continue to occur on a relatively regular basis. Examples are: access roads for equipment to 
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maintain a stock water tank or other established water sources; access roads to maintained 
recreation sites or facilities; or access roads to mining claims. 
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REFERENCES 

Sutton Mountain WSA Addition Subunits A, B, C, and D 
1. 	 Realty program 
a. Master Title Plats 

T 10 S., R 22. 
T 11 S., R 21 E., R 22 E. 

b. Executive Order (07/211910) 
c. BLM LR 2000 Record data. 

2. 	 Mineral Program 
Public Law 167 (July 23,1955). Restriction of use of Unpatented Mining Claims. 
43 CFR 3710 

BLM Oil and gas Leases 9/5/2001, 12/04/2002, 12111/2003. C \ b~ . 

3. 	 GIS Program 
USGS National Map project 
BLM GIS data 
BLM Lower John Day River public lands map, June 1991 

The BLM has identified the following man-made features: 

A portion of the lands in Subunits A and B have been leased for potential Oil and Gas 

development (9/05/2001) 
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